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BOOK REVIEWS

Die Hungarica Sammlung der Franckeschen Stiftungen zu Halle:
Herausgegeben von Brigitte Klosterberg und István Monok. Alte Drucke
1495–1800, Bd. I. A–O, Bd. II. P–Z. Bearbeitet von Attila Verók.
Budapest: MTA Könyvtár és Információs Központ, 2017. pp. 1235.
The two-volume catalogue of old publications related to Hungary in Franckesche
Stiftungen [The Historical Library of the Francke Foundations] in Halle is the
final volume in a series of catalogues produced as a result of a two-decades-long
research project. Exploring the pre-1800 hungaricas preserved in the institution
(which grew out of the library of the orphanage founded in 1698 by August
Hermann Francke) is an important endeavor, especially in light of the fact that,
from the seventeenth century on, several Hungarians visited the library. The
outcome of the joint project of Franckesche Stiftungen and National Széchényi
Library, launched in 2000, is a series of publications: a collection of portraits
edited by Brigitte Klosterberg and István Monok (Die Hungarica-Sammlung der
Franckeschen Stiftungen zu Halle. Teil 1, Porträts, 2003), a collection of maps (Die
Hungarica Sammlung der Franckeschen Stiftungen zu Halle: Historische Karten und
Ansichten, 2009), and a catalogue of hungaricas to be found in the archive (Die
Hungarica Sammlung der Franckeschen Stiftungen zu Halle. Teil 2A–2B: Handschriften,
2015). The catalogue compiled by Attila Verók and published in 2017 undertook
the exploration of a vast collection of old publications and prints from the period
between 1495 and 1800 and also set out to complement the previous volumes.
Thanks to Verók’s work, the now complete series enables specific research in the
collection and provides an example for those planning to do similar explorations
of hungaricas in other libraries abroad.
The volume is divided into three parts. In a brief preliminary study, the author
introduces the history of the library and provides a more detailed account of the
periods and figures that played a vital part in the growth of the resources. Verók
discusses the previously published volumes of the series in detail, including their
research findings, and demonstrates the cultural impact of Halle through a short
case study on Transylvania. He then provides a brief introductory aid to using
the catalogue: he classifies hungaricas into five major categories (1. written entirely
or partly in Hungarian; 2. printed in the area of historical Hungary; 3. written by
a Hungarian author and published in a foreign language or country; 4. related to
Hungary or Hungarians; 5. originating from Hungary) and 15 sub-categories (1.
written by a Hungarian author; 2. a dissertation/essay by a Hungarian author;
3. written in part by a Hungarian author; 4. includes a dedication related to
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Hungary; 5. is or contains a Hungarian work; 6. contains information about
Hungary or a Hungarian person; 7. includes a portrait, map, or image related
to Hungary; 8. was printed in Hungary; 9. was printed by a Hungarian printer;
10. includes a dissertation or essay by a person related to Hungary; 11. includes
works by Hungarian persons; 12. written in Hungarian; 13. had a Hungarian
possessor; 14. includes handwritten notes by a person writing in Hungarian/a
Hungarian person, and related to Hungary; 15. a book review or critique of a
book related to Hungary). These very classifications can be considered a novel
approach in the research on so-called hungaricas.
The introductory study is followed by a catalogue with 3,194 entries, the
system and structuring of which is logical and easy to follow: the author assigns
an ID number to each hungarica, and indicates the press marks and, in the case of
multi-volume works, the volume numbers as well. With some entries, in addition
to providing basic data (author, title, place of printing, date of publication, size
of publication), Verók also specifies the category and sub-category to which
the given hungarica belongs. In the case of certain types of hungarica, he provides
concrete page numbers and other information to aid researchers drawing on
his research. One entry may belong to several categories, and in such cases,
Verók lists each type in the catalogue. Finally, with certain entries Verók makes
references to the catalogue of hungaricas preserved in Herzog August Bibliothek
(HAB) in Wolfenbüttel and compiled by Katalin Németh S., as well as to the
1755 Bibliotheca Nationis Hungariae catalogue (BNH) of the university library in
Halle.
The various indexes with which the book comes to a close make it relatively
easy to use the catalogue. In addition to the indexes of names and geographical
locations, the volume also provides a separate index of publishers and printers,
as well as of places of publication and groups of hungaricas. In light of the fact
that the library was founded in 1698 and its collection grew considerably owing
to donations by nobles and burghers in the first half of the eighteenth century,
it comes as no surprise that most (more than two thirds) of the old publications
and prints preserved in the library are from the late seventeenth century and the
eighteenth century. The material catalogued in Franckesche Stiftungen in Halle
may be particularly useful for those interested in the history of science and
education in the late early modern period.
The novel groups of hungaricas designated by Verók and, in particular, the
dedications explored with the help of an autopsy method (as well as the notes on
possessors) will further research in new directions, different from the classical
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analytical research on library collections prevalent in the study of the history of
libraries. Among the old publications from the period between 1495 and 1800,
for instance, there are 194 publications which were dedicated to a Hungarian
person or a person related to Hungary. More than one third of dedications
(more precisely, 70) are found in dissertations or essays written by a Hungarian
author. Most of these writings discuss theological topics, and the dedications in
them often name several people; interestingly, the same names show up in many
writings published in Franeker, especially in the period between 1681 and 1689.
A comparison of the two categories of hungaricas reveals relationships between
students and teachers, as well as patrons. 153 of the old publications contain
a note by a Hungarian possessor, and 100 of them were in the possession of
Martin Schmeizel (1679–1747), who was born in Braşov and taught history at
the University of Halle from 1731. In 27 publications we find the name of
the poet Christian Günther (1695–1723) as possessor, while twelve publications
were in the possession of Johannes Honterus (1693–1749) and one belonged to
the Hungarian painter Ádám Mányoki (1673–1757). In each case, the catalogue
specifies former possessors as well, helping us trace the movement of books
from one library to another, and eventually to the collection of Franckesche
Stiftungen in Halle. Furthermore, the catalogue consistently indicates when
notes on or by possessors are more detailed, such as when there are handwritten
notes containing dates which indicate the possessor; thus, Verók classifies these
works into another category of hungaricas as well.
Thanks to the years of research and study which Attila Verók has put into this
publication, the catalogue is thorough and well-structured, and the organizational
system on which it is structured is comprehensible and transparent. The detailed
indexes make the catalogue easy to use and help the reader find a certain hungarica
quickly. Thanks to its clear structure, the volume will be an immensely useful
resource for scholars in various disciplines who wish to examine the library
collection of Franckesche Stiftungen, the cultural role of Halle, and its impact
on Hungary in the late early modern period.
Dorottya Piroska B. Székely
Eötvös Loránd University
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